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Re: Verdict at Public Fatality Jnquiry into the Death of Ryan HOLTEEN at
Edmonton Institution, Edmonton, Alberta, on September 26, 2013

Dear Mr. Bosscha:

Thank you for the report dated November 10, 2020, stemming from the Public Fatality
Inquiry, held from September 5-6, 2018, into the death of Ryan HOLTEEN at Edmonton
Institution. Edmonton, Alberta. While CSC recognizes that the recommendation is not
binding, we have given it serious consideration and provide you with the response below.

Recommendation 1:

I recommend that (‘SC reconsider its current national directive mandating a single
correctional officer to staffa sub-controlpost. In particular, CSC should carefully
assess whether hvo correctional officers, with split responsibilities, could better handle
volune and variety of tasks required of them.

CSC recognizes the importance of re-evaluating its practices. The Deployment of
Correctional Officers (CX) is prescribed by Commissioner’s Directive (CD) 004,
National Standardsfor the Deployment of Correctional OfJIcers, published on May 29,
2017. Among other direction, the CD authorizes the Standards on Deployment of t’JX a
document that establishes the resourcing parameters for security activities within each
type of institution. The applicable section of the Standards document pertaining to this
situation is Maximum Security Institution, where control posts in maximum-security
institutions are defined. Furthermore, National Generic Post Orders have been created
and apply to all CSC institutions. They define the primary security responsibilities of CX
in specific positions. These Post Orders can be tailored to ensure they align with the site’s
security needs, while following the established Deployment Standards.
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Prior to the development of the Standards on Deployment of CX in 2009, CSC conducted
a thorough analysis of each security position at each institution by completing a Risk
Assessment Tool. As a result of this assessment, CSC established staffing complement
requirements for each type of security activity in each type of institution based on
workload and security.

In 2014, a CSC working group conducted a review of operational activities, which
included assessing the control post positions in larger units managing different
populations of inmates where there is a second set of unit controls on a different desk.
Consideration was given to the question of having a second control post officer in those
larger units. However, the working group report concluded that the staffing complement
in control posts should remain at one officer per shifi, even if they experienced peak
movement periods. The rationale behind the presence of a second officer was based on
minimizing the time spent on movement, thereby maximizing the time spent on
reintegration activities. The arguments for a second officer in the control post did not
justify a change in staffing levels.

We have reconsidered the directive and note that the Standards identified in CD 566-4,
Counts and Seezirin’ Patrols, represent the minimum requirements for security patrols in
maximum-security institutions. Staff are encouraged to practice more dynamic security
measures in an effort to deter incidents and mitigate risk, per CD 566, Franzeworkjbr
Safe and Effective Correctional Environments. This approach is considered more
effective than having two staff present in a static post where line of sight is inherently
obstructed as a result of unit activity. Taking operational requirements and the outcome
of a threat risk assessment into consideration, it is within the Institutional Head’s
authority to augment the staffing complement as necessary.

I trust the foregoing information effectively responds to the Inquiry recommendation.

Yours sincerely,

Ann elly

c.c.: Regional Deputy Commissioner, Prairie Region
Director General, Executive Secretariat, NHQ
Executive Director and General Counsel, Legal Services, NHQ
Assistant Commissioner, Health Services. NHQ
Assistant Commissioner, Correctional Operations and Programs
Warden, Edmonton Institution, Prairie Region
Director General, Incident Investigations Branch, NHQ
Office of the Correctional Investigator
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